There are lots of great books for summer reading, here are some suggestions from read@rossett
members, and Mrs Huett in the Resource Centre:
Mutant City by Steve Feasey: A highly recommended, sci-fi extravaganza featuring a divided
world of ‘mutants’ and ‘pures’.
Llama United by local author Scott Allen: A team of football- playing llamas? Plenty of laughs as
the llama team dream the impossible and aim for the cup.
The Goldfish Boy by Lisa Thompson: Twelve year old Matthew has OCD, but he turns detective
when a child disappears. Perfect for fans of Wonder.
Cinder by Marissa Meyer: A sci-fi fantasy twist on the classic fairytale. One of a series that has
flown off the library shelves.
Gullstruck Island by Frances Hardinge: This author writes some very quirky tales and has gathered
a devoted fan base at Rossett.
The Wind Singer trilogy by William Nicholson: A great fantasy trilogy that tells the story of a brother
and sister in a land where exams and rules are all!
Murder Most Unladylike by Robin Stevens: This series is one of our most popular at the moment.
Hazel and Daisy are schoolgirls who investigate a murder at their boarding school. A ripping
mystery set in the 1920s!
The Stars at Oktober Bend by Glenda Millard: This poetic novel tells the story of two young people
both damaged in some way and their friendship
Railhead by Philip Reeve: A great combination of fantasy, thriller, sci-fi and romance from a really
great author.
The Bone Sparrow by Zana Fraillon: A story set in a refugee camp that is inspiring and hopeful. It
has been extremely popular at Rossett.
Chase by Linwood Barclay: An edge of your seat thriller from bestselling author Linwood Barclay,
his first for children.
Beetle Boy by MG Leonard: His dad has disappeared and Darkus is helped on his search by a
giant beetle called Baxter!
Time Travelling with a Hamster by Ross Welford: A funny, heartwarming story of time travel and
families.
The Girl of Ink and Stars by Kiran Millwood Hargrave: Isabella yearns to escape from her island. A
magical fantasy adventure
Car-Jacked by Ali Sparkes: High octane adventure from the winner of the Blue Peter Book Award.
Demon Road by Derek Landy: A new series from the Skulduggery Pleasant author.
Blame by Simon Mayo: A new series from author and DJ Simon Mayo. Children pay for the crimes
of their parents! His other series Itch is really good too.
A Library of Lemons by Jo Cotterrill: Grief and friendship feature in this story about Calypso, a book
loving teenager.
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